
Mystery 
 

Quilt Size:  59” x 69” – includes borders 

Case Notes: This sweet quilt is sure to lift your spirits! Three of our favorite Creative Grids tools are used to create 
the two blocks that make up this quilt. Choose your favorite light, medium and dark fabrics and come  

CG Tools: The Creative Grids Stripology family of tools will be used for cutting strips and sub-cutting units. We 
recommend the Stripology XL (or original) or Stripology Squared.  

The Creative Grids Cat’s Cradle Tool is required for this quilt, as well as the Strippy Stars Tool and the 
Ultimate Flying Geese Tool.  

The Suspects: The most important thing to remember when choosing fabrics is CONTRAST. All of the fabric must stand 
on its own when placed by the other fabrics. For the best result, if a fabric blends in when placed with 
the other fabrics, choose another fabric.  

 Fabric requirements are based on 42” of usable fabric width. 

Light: 2 ½ yards 
Medium: 1 ⅔ yards 
Dark: 1 ¾ yards 

Outer Border (Medium): 1 yard 
Binding*: ⅝ yard 
Backing*: 4 ¾ yards  

*It is not necessary to bring these to class with you.  

Supplies: In addition to a sewing machine in good working order, you will want to remember to bring the power 
cord, specialty feet, bobbins, etc. Also, basic sewing supplies – a sharp rotary blade, cutting mat, travel 
iron and pressing mat, seam ripper, neutral or coordinating thread, and small scissors. 

 You may find it helpful to use small sticky notes to label or zip bags to organize your suspects as we 
move along.   

Lunch: YVQ will be providing lunch and a variety of snacks throughout the day. Please advise us of any food 
allergies or dietary concerns – we will do our best to accommodate special needs.  

Parking: There is room for 5 cars in front of the Market Street (Classroom) entrance (when we practice straight 
parking  ). Please reserve the spaces in front of the door for those with limited mobility. You are 
welcome to drop off your supplies and then move your vehicle to a spot on Main Street. 

Questions: Please call the shop (336-258-8383) during regular business hours with any questions you may have. 


